ZERO TRUST NETWORK ACCESS
7 Considerations for Implementing ZTNA
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Granular policy engine,
TrustScored least
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monitoring, alerting
control
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Organizations own their data
plane, no a man-in-the-middle
CDN cloud architecture
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VPN Alternative for Zero Trust Access
Zero Trust Access for DevOps
Zero Trust Access for BYOD & 3rd Parties
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Continuous Zero
Trust Platform
Continuous access enforcement & authorization
for today’s distributed workforce and dynamic
applications in hybrid and multi-cloud environments
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As applications and infrastructure migrate to the cloud, the traditional VPN and security models for
remote access break down, placing critical limits and risks to an organization. The Banyan Continuous
Zero Trust Platform has been designed from the ground up for today’s hybrid and multi cloud
environments, delivering the seamless access experience that users want and the enhanced security
that enterprises need.
Inspired by the Google BeyondCorpTM enterprise security model, Banyan delivers Zero Trust by shifting
controls away from the network perimeter to individual users and devices, and the services and hosts
they access. Banyan uses sophisticated trust-scoring based on user, device, and application context,
so that access to corporate resources can be continuously authorized via a contextual policy engine
regardless of the user’s network location. A cutting-edge access mesh architecture enables the solution
to scale efficiently across clouds. Organizations deploy Banyan today to accelerate cloud adoption,
reduce security risk and exposure, regulate contractor access and to secure developer access to hybrid
and multi-cloud infrastructure.

Banyan Continuous Zero Trust Platform

Intelligent Access Mesh

Cloud Command Center

Trust Scoring Engine

Scalable, distributed identityaware access proxies that
cloak and protect corporate
applications and servers, while
integrating with existing SSO,
MDM and EDR tools.

Centralized policy engine, realtime user monitoring, shortlived token generation, machine
learning based least privileged
continuous access control.

Provide least privileged
continuous access control
based on real-time user,
device, application,
location context and more.

USER EXPERIENCE
Frictionless access does not
interfere with end users'
existing workflow

NETWORK
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Requires no changes to existing
network infrastructure

ZERO TRUST NETWORK ACCESS EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Vendor 1

Installation

Vendor 2

Quick ROI - Simple 15 min deployment
100% software platform, no hardware or virtual appliance required
Available for click button deployment on AWS, GCP and Azure Marketplaces
Requires minimal changes to corporate network infrastructure

Integration

Integrates easily with existing security tools
IDaaS for authentication (ex. Azure AD, Okta, Ping)
MDM / EMM tools for device trust (ex. Airwatch, Intune, Jamf)

An Evaluation Guide for Security
and Network Architects

EDR for real time device health signals (ex. CarbonBlack, Crowdstrike, Sophos)
SIEM and UEBA tools (Splunk Phantom, Demisto, etc)
Access
Controls

Includes easy-to-use, human readable policy engine for least privilege access controls
Provides trust scoring framework that incorporates signals from existing tools as part of
access and enforcement decision
Includes real-time event monitoring and alerting
Provides continuous authorization via short lived certs and tokens
Provides granular API level controls
Restricts lateral movement when on network
Provides APIs for policy and config automation

Architecture

Enterprises today are evaluating Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) solutions as a modern successor to the remote
access VPN. The origin of the VPN dates back to 1996 for a time when datacenters were much more simple, static
and less internet exposed. VPNs were designed for a ‘castle and moat’ security strategy for employees accessing
resources on the trusted network. Fast forward two decades and this perimeter-based security model hasn’t aged
well. The perimeter has all but evaporated for enterprises operating dynamic multi-cloud and hybrid environments.
The proliferation of a mobile workforce with unmanaged BYOD along with the increase of third party (contractors, B2B
partners, developers) accessing sensitive corporate resources has added complexity and caused security and network
leaders to investigate a new approach to remote access.

Provides a lightweight app installed on devices to verify posture and establish device trust
Enables organizations to own their data plane, not a man-in-the-middle CDN cloud
architecture
Future proof supports both user-service and service-service zero trust user cases
Incorporates native PKI for certs and integrates with existing PKI
Use Cases

Hosted Web Applications - HTTP
Servers - SSH / RDP
Cloud Services - TCP

Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) solutions are a modern alternative to the remote access
VPN. ZTNA incorporates contextual least privileged access controls with real-time factors,
end-to-end encryption and granular enforcement capabilities required for modern hybrid
and multi-cloud environments. Below are key criteria to consider when evaluating a ZTNA
solution to replace your remote access VPN.

Network

Provides Zero Trust access that is transparent to end users
Frictionless access which does not interfere with end-users existing workflow
Supports password-less zero trust access
Includes option to expose trust score metrics to end users thereby decreasing calls to
support
Requires no changes to existing Networking infrastructure
Deploys transparently with layer-6 and layer-7 network access
No overlapping IP addresses and subnets to manage
Uses cryptographic identity instead of IP Address for network access

MANAGEABILITY

• Complex to manage network
policies

PERFORMANCE AND COST

• Poor user experience
• Expensive appliances

for your use and reference when making
decisions about your Zero Trust Network

Roll out incrementally 1 service or application at a time

SECURITY

• Broad network access
• One-time authorization

• Disconnected from other
security tools

ZTNA Evaluation Guide and Checklist

Supports Cloud (IaaS, SaaS) and On-premise use cases
SaaS Applications - SAML/OIDC

User
Experience

VPN Pitfalls

Cloaks applications from exposure to the public internet
Provides an identity-aware proxy architecture designed for multi-cloud environments

Why now is the time to replace your VPN

Enter ZTNA

Banyan has developed a comprehensive

Supports both cloud installation or on-premises in customer’s data center

Zero Trust Network
Access (ZTNA)

Aging VPNs are no match for today’s dynamic multi-cloud and hybrid environments and
modern workforce which is mobile, leverages BYOD and includes a host of 3rd parties
accessing sensitive corporate resources. VPNs are not only operationally inefficient for
the dynamic cloud but a security liability due to lateral movement and unauthorized access
challenges which are leading causes of the catastrophic breaches we hear about in the
news each day. With the average data breach in 2019 costing organizations $3.92M it’s no
surprise security and network leaders are looking for a new approach to remote access.
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No NGFW/VPN appliance required

Conclusion
Finding the right ZTNA solution that is friction-less and transparent to end user’s existing workflow, can be deployed incrementally
without making changes to your applications or network and integrates with existing security toolsets is critical to ensure
successful rollout and ROI. We hope this evaluation guide is helpful as you consider ZTNA to enhance your corporate security
posture. Download your own editable ZTNA Evaluation Checklist (http://bit.ly/EvalGuide).

Access implementation.

Banyan helps secure the modern enterprise by delivering continuous Zero Trust Access for hybrid and multi-cloud environments.
Modeled after the BeyondCorp architectural framework, Banyan’s Continuous Zero Trust Platform replaces legacy remote access
VPNs with a least privilege, network independent, contextual remote access solution. Utilizing innovative Trust Scoring powered
by machine learning, Banyan ensures both users and devices are authenticated and trusted before authorizing granular access
to sensitive corporate resources. Banyan’s distributed, highly scalable platform is currently used by enterprises across verticals
including Adobe, SAP, Veeva, BlueVoyant and Byton.
To learn more, visit www.banyansecurity.io.
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Banyan Security provides secure, zero trust “work from anywhere” access for employees, developers, and third parties without relying
on network-centric solutions like VPNs. User and device trust scoring along with continuous authorization ensures the highest level of
protection while providing seamless and productive access to hybrid and multi-cloud apps, hosts, and servers. Banyan Security
currently protects tens of thousands of employees across multiple industries, including finance, healthcare, manufacturing,
and technology. To learn more, visit www.banyansecurity.io or follow us on Twitter at @BanyanSecurity.
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